
L A ST I N G  C O M F O R T.
F O R  L A ST I N G  H E A LT H .

PROMAT, The Leader in Animal Comfort



PROMAT’s specially engineered  
stablecomfort TM flooring is your  
revolutionary answer for equine comfort.

StablecomfortTM is a patented, multi-celled mattress that is equivalent to at least 6 inches of bedding. 
The mattresses are placed wall-to-wall in the stall, topped with a durable cover and securely fastened 
to the walls for a one-piece, full-coverage flooring system.

SAVES T IME, MONEY  
&  ENERGY

HEALTH  
& COMFORT

INNOVATIVE 
DESIGN

+  Reduces or eliminates stocking up  
and hock sores.

+  Comfort to ensure your horse  
obtains needed REM sleep.

+  Reduces risk of musculoskeletal  
disorders (MSD).* 

+  Less ammonia in stalls.

+  Reduces dust levels by 37%.

+  Thermal barrier for arthritic joints.

+  Promat is the leader in stall  
flooring for nearly 20 years.

+  1 piece top cover to fit any size stall.  
If you can dream it, we can make it.

+  Can be installed over concrete or 
screening bases.

+  Non-abrasive & non-slip top cover 
reduces/eliminates hock sores and 
slipping even with snow packed or  
wet hooves.

+  Use as little as 2 forkfuls of  
shavings per day.

+  3 year warranty.

+  Can be used with any type of bedding.

+  Comfort is equal to at least 6 inches  
of bedding.

+  Cuts stall cleaning time by at least 
50% (to as little as 2-3 minutes).

+  No more moving & cleaning solid 
rubber mats.  

+  Easy to disinfect between horses.

* musculoskeletal disorders are injuries or pain in the body’s joints, ligaments, muscles, nerves, tendons & structures that support 
limbs, neck & back.
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multi-celled, rubber 
crumb filled mattress

uniformly sized rubber crumb

rubber-coated waterproof top cover 

heavy-duty plastic fastening strips

+ Horse stall walls

+ Rehabilitation stalls

+ Breeding stalls

+ Isolation barns

+ Foaling stalls

+ Horse trailers

Stablewall is the perfect addition to any horse stall 

and makes an effective duo when combined with 

StablecomfortTM. Stablewall is comprised of  

pre-engineered foam panels topped with our durable 

StablecomfortTM cover, which is then fastened directly  

to the wall for a one-piece padded wall system.

STABLEWALL APPLICATIONS:

THE STABLEWALL ADDITION

+  Prevents injuries to joints

+  Can be washed and  
disinfected

+  Durable waterproof  
top co ver

+ Prevents casting injuries

+ Thermal barrier

STABLEWALL  
BENEFITS:

STABLECOMFORTTM DESIGN

Give your horse the  
ultimate in stall comfort

Give yourself incredible  
time and cost savings




